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Photo: shutterstock.comCast iron, properly cared for, can last at least a lifetime in the kitchen. In addition to cleaning your pan or pan after each use, cast iron seasoning ranks as the most important step you can take toward maintaining this type of cooking utensils. Seasoning is a simple process that leaves a natural non-stick coating, one that makes
cooking with cast iron not only more pleasant, but also much more convenient. How did cast iron season? Continue reading to find out the steps involved! STEP 1 To start, preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit before washing the cast iron thoroughly. Use a combination of hot water and dish soap to eliminate any residue that has been created over
time. Once done, rinse with water and dry the pan or pan with a soft cloth. In the future, remember not to use dish soap when cleaning your cast iron, as soap reduces the effect of seasoning. After use, simply rinse the cast iron with water and wipe it with a kitchen cloth. Photo: shutterstock.comSTEP 2 Next, choose an oil to use in your seasoning. Some
experts say refined linoleum does the best job. It's far from being the cheapest option, though. Crisco or lard work well, but really any vegetable oil will do, as long as its smoke point-the temperature at which it starts to smoke-is above your normal cooking temperature. Above all, make sure you don't use any oil that boasts a strong flavor. STEP 3 Pour the oil
of your choice, spreading it around to evenly coat the pan or pan. For best results, rub in the oil you have chosen with either a cloth or napkin. Cover every square inch of the cooking surface. STEP 4 Place the cast iron upside down in the preheated oven, resting it on the oven rack with a piece of foil under it. The goal here is for the pan or pan to heat until
the oil has reached its smoke point. Then and only then is there a chemical reaction that leads to the desired non-stick coating. Different oils have different points of smoke. To bring the linoleum to its smoke point, turn your oven to the maximum heat of the seat. If using vegetable oil, keep it at 350 degrees. Bake the cast iron for about an hour, then turn off
the heat and let the metal cool completely before removing it. Additional tips Eventually, the cast iron will have to mature again. To set this off for as long as possible, remember not to use dish soap when cleaning cooking utensils. Just rinse with water, down with a soft cloth, not a scourging pillow. Add a little salt to rub the force if necessary. When the cast
iron surface becomes sandy and sticky, you will know that time in season has come again. The Vikings' long-awaited last season will be here before we know it. Although the release date has not yet been announced, the cast of the series are doing everything they can to tease out the last season. It's been over six months since the last season premiered,
and fans are scrambling for any information they can for the last season. Fans hope to see their favourites conquer their enemies on the battlefield for the last time. Last season will be a banger Alexander Ludwig, who plays the role of Bjorn Lothbrok, teased on his Twitter page that the last season is coming soon and will be a banger. Ludwig was recently at
San Diego Comic Con with fellow cast member and on-screen mom, Katheryn Winnick to promote the show. He shared a sweet photo of the couple on his Instagram to commemorate the event. A new trailer for season 6 has been released A new teaser trailer has been released online for season 6. It teases Lagertha (Winnick) and Bjorn preparing for war
with Ivar the Boneless (Alex Høgh Andersen). Ivar thinks he's a god and everyone has to give in to his will. The brother's epic showdown against the brother is sure to come in the final season. It will be interesting to see how Lagertha plays in it. Katheryn Winnick underwent prosthetics to properly age Lagertha Katheryn Winnick | Jerod Harris/Getty Images for
A+E Networks Winnick, who plays Lagertha on the show, had to undergo crazy prosthetics as her character has aged significantly in the last season. Although they have been trying to make her age gradually throughout the show, the series spans many years, so it makes sense Lagertha will look much older in the new season. Winnick told ET, It was a little
difficult because we wanted to age, so we really went through two and a half hours of prosthetics before each shot. We ended up doing latex on the eyes and neck to be able to show the progress of age. She's a grandmother now. What's going to happen in the vikings' last season? Travis Fimel, Clive Reeden, Katherine Winnick, Gustaf Skarsgard, George
Blagden, Jessaline Gilsig and Michael Hirst | John Sciulli/WireImage Although not much information has been confirmed about the final season as it is kept tightly under wraps, there are still spoilers. Winnick, who has been really hyping the last season, shared a post on Twitter of an IBT article about her character. That article may have revealed the fate of its
character. Somehow, an alleged photo from last season was leaked to Redditt, showing a funeral pyre complete with a sword and shield, suitable for a Viking queen. The Clairvoyant prophesied the death of Travis Fimmel and Katheryn Winnick | John Sciulli/WireImage This is not a surprise to die-hard Vikings fans. The show revealed her fate in a previous
season, in which she visits Seer (John Kavanagh), who tells her about her impending death at the hands of a son of Ragnar (Travis Fimmel), her old husband and the love of her life. Since it is a favorite it makes sense that producers would like to keep it for as long as they could. But, since this is the last season, they can no longer postpone the inevitable.
Previous prophecies from Seer have already come to pass, so many fans believe this will be as well. Fans won't have to wait much longer to find out what fates are like. Degrees. for all our favorite characters in the Vikings. They'll be back for the sixth and final season. Stream it both Apple and Disney announced new video streaming services this year and
couldn't have been more different. Dec 27, 2019 Apple promised some old favorites like Peanuts and Oprah, but mostly brand new prototypes with huge names like Jennifer Aniston and Jason Mamoa attached, budgets will take us into the future and, through alternative timelines, the moon again, and with some astronomical, ambitions attached because
there was absolutely no directory content to fall back on. Disney was all about franchises, including new Star Wars and Marvel shows, and returns to High School musicals, but also less-anticipated originals like Imagineers and Jeff Goldblum, and with a back catalogue that includes conservatives when you add to Disney proper, Pixar, Muppets, Fox, and
National Geographic, about 85% of all our childhoods. Now, both have started and just finished the first 8 episodes of their first originals and, no spoilers, but it's enough to figure out where they are and where they're likely to go. Apple TV + one season later Source: Apple I was there when Apple announced TV+ back in March of this rapidly exhausting year. I
know some people thought it looked hella goofy in the stream, but it's at the Steve Jobs Theater, experiencing the lights going out, and watching Spielberg, Aniston, Mamoa, Oprah, all appear on stage one after the other was like Wing Chun chain-link punching the gut power celebrity star. It came amid the announcements on the Apple Card, which has not
grown beyond the US but continues to add cashback partners and bonuses at a rate that makes it extremely interesting. News+, which suffers not only from the same lack of internationalization that plagued Apple News in general, but from an interface that makes it almost impossible to find articles you already know and want to read. And Apple Arcade,
which has legit amazing and revitalized the fortunes of indy games in a way and on a scale I've just never seen before. There was some concern at first, especially around TV+ is Apple. This Tim Cook and Eddie Ku... Hell, Craig Federighi and Johny Srouji will be pushing down notes, trying to oversold and protect Apple's image all at the same time. That we
end up with safe, sterile, frankly saccharine programming too lame for either children or adults to want to watch. Well, Jennifer Aniston blew the *#%^# cap from %%%^# about 5#%# minutes into the debut of The Morning Show. And, Jason Mamoa literally cut off the heads, and hands, and walk away from any violence and gore fears almost as quickly. Apple
has faced I expected debt going in. They started in over 100 countries, which is amazing, and something you can only do if you only have new prototypes and keep all their rights in each region. But, the Morning Show, despite the fact that it looks very Sorkinesque, just wasn't and isn't a Sorkin show. He doesn't have one. Has. or that caliber or style of
writing. And you see, despite the violence and some somewhat strange sex leanings, and the incredible graphics, it was just never going to be Game of Thrones. Or, rather, any season of Game of Thrones without 8 on it. Apple also made the mistake of giving critics the first 3 episodes, and only the first 3 episodes, of the shows for review. It shows that they
were really just starting to find their feet and climb their way out of their worst in these three episodes. It was almost all up and down to be sure, but The Breakfast Show ended the season with a truly special performance by Billy Crudup, and what seems to be widely recognized as some of the best times in recent television history, and for the finale of All
Humanity is not far behind. Dickinson also has a treat that I don't think many major streaming services would have played this great for. Even Shamalan's M. Night, The Servant, which started much later and hasn't wrapped its first season yet, vibes so creepy AF brings something completely different to the table. We're still waiting for other great shows like
Amazing Stories of Spielberg reboot and Asimov Foundation, but I think it's safe to say TV+ has ended up being better than many people expected, surprisingly so, and welcome new voice and palette into streaming. Disney + one season later Source: Disney I saw the Disney+ announcement from home, and mostly with my jaw on the floor. Not only would
we get Star Wars from Jon Favreau, but we would get real Marvel Cinematic Universe shows from Kevin Feige and the team. And a bunch of them. This was on top of all the other great Disney franchises were bringing back to what can only be described as the real world equivalent to any ship or any hero or ever loved someone who appeared at the end of a
movie or TV series, just to hit you completely and utterly on your fan. And I just. Kept. Come. Don't worry about the content of the list, which included almost every Disney show and movie Gen X grew up with, from Escape from Witch Mountain to Darkwing Duck, almost every Star Wars movie and cartoon, the Thanos Saga set from Marvel, the Simpsons
franchise, and basically everything you ever wanted to see to relive your childhood or show your kids so you become a part of theirs. But, Disney faced some initial skepticism as well. It was only coming to a small number of countries this year, which didn't mean much to Americans who were, of course, getting it, but it was extremely frustrating for the other
99% of the world. It was also, of course, Disney. Which meant it was great for Star Wars and Marvel and Simpsons and Magic Kingdom but not so great for people who really preferred Star Trek or DC or South Park or Looney Toons. For all its scope and scale, Disney won't take the same kind of risks that an upstart or broader content licensor would - they
would only do Disney. And a lot. Also, the vast majority of shows that had been announced for Disney+ would not have been until much later. So all that debt expectations for WandaVision and Hawkeye and Loki, added by the constant announcements about Obi Wan and She-Hulk and Moon Knight and more, will all fall firmly on the shoulders of the
Mandalorian at the start. And most people seem to actually have all the covers loved the western go eastern go spaghetti go Star Wars that Favreau and the company produced. Alongside HBO's Chernoble and Watchmen, it's probably at the top of the most nerds show of the year list. It was just a show, and as enjoyable as Imagineers and Goldblum are,
and as shock and awe as that back catalogue is, many of us are still waiting for more. And while Mandalorian was also a little up and down, there's no doubt he finishes hard as well. Netflix and HBO Max Both TV+ and Disney+ look amazing. If you have a 4K HDR TV, the bit rate itself creates an experience that no other streaming service has ever offered
before. It's so good, it actually makes older services look a bit bad by comparison, and they're going to have to up their streaming games if they're not already. Prices are also good. Apple has tempered even my biggest concern - that no one would want to bet on their nascent programming so early - by giving away a year of free service by purchasing any
Mac or iOS device. This builds on a very treadmill and covers at least a small piece of the list. Both services were so good, in fact, I hadn't even started Netflix until The Witcher came out. Part of that was just Netflix's refusal to be included in the TV app, so their stuff just never flagged the way TV+ or Disney+ did, and part was ongoing grumpiness of what
feels like several consecutive price increases. Witcher was good, Hercules and Xena with production value, as others said, but they also fell to make most Netflix shows. Apple did 3 episodes down, 5 a week to follow for their shows, and Disney did all-week for the Mandalorian. And I think the morning show and Madalrian have benefited greatly from this
pace. He kept them in the social water-cooler spotlight for much longer than a single drop and binge would have. I'm yet to catch up on the Watchman as well, and HBO remains a wildcard in all of this with its Max service. Which, for now, disappoints me. The idea that there will be multiple services, not only HBO Now vs. HBO Max, but that the DC Universe
will remain a separate service, with DC-based shows splitting up between them and CW, and that shows will be auctioned internationally rather than consolidated in any way, as both TV+ is and Disney+ working towards just looks all over consumer hostile to me. Warner Brothers shame. Shame. Yes, I'm still angry Titans Season 2 and Young Justice Season
What hasn't hit Canada yet. He's the type of Lex Luthor corporate-driven anti-convenience I think people aren't going to tolerate anymore. Conclusion So, one season later, I think both TV+ and Disney+ are off good starts. TV+ is probably doing better than I thought it would, given the lack of directory content, but it offers up pretty solid shows, internationally,
and especially a fairly wide and fairly diverse range of top talent shows, that it's really starting to distinguish itself. Disney+ is probably a little behind what I was hoping for, just because of the announcement of all the Marvel and Star Wars shows, nothing could really live up to it. They just need to get into more countries faster. But, legit, both are so different,
and especially with pricing - and Apple's free year - I'm going to be watching a ton of them going forward. Enough for Netflix and warners in particular to want to rethink some of their less consumer-friendly choices. And fast. Quick.
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